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 Thank you for the opportunity to comment on GM issues, I have read 
the positive and negatives of GMO grains since there inseption.  Monsanto and 
the companies analysing there products, companies owned by Monsanto. 
Have not got a good record for honesty. In 2002 Monsanto and its subsidiaries 
were fined $700us million for knowing for 40 years they were marketing a 
product contained calsagenic properties, PCBs. 

  In W.A. now there are GM canola plants growing wild along the 
roadside, seed fallen from trucks, inevitably these get in and multiply in GM 
free canola crops, this farmer then looses his GM free status. Trucks carrying 
canola to the eastern states can cause the same thing here in S.A. 

 The following facts frighten me as they should the reader. 

 In1998 African scientists strongly opposed Monsanto’s GMO campaign, 
stating that the genetic technologies would undermine the nation’s ability to 
feed themselves by destroying biodiversity and sustainable agriculture. 

 This has already happened in South America. Roundup ready soybeans 
spread through Argentina at an unprecedented speed, an average of over two 
million acres a year. They now have a green desert devouring one of the 
world’s food baskets. 

Before GMO soy Argentina grew corn, wheat sorghum, fruit and veg 
sunflower, peanut and soy. The long term damage is inconceivable. The 
intense use of roundup makes the earth sterile, since it kills everything except 
the GMO soy; thousands of species of microorganisms that give life to the 
earth are disappearing. 

 In the area of health local doctors have observed fertility abnormalities, 
miscarriages or stillbirths in the villages that are most often under massive 
aerial spraying.  



In India Bt cotton was a disaster and there is a Hindu times report of 
270,940 suicides of Indian farmers since 1995. Vandana Shiva, recipient of the 
Right Livelihood Award in 2003 explains that the region that has the highest 
suicide rates is Vidharha, [10 suicides a day] the region that has the largest 
acreage of Monsanto GMO Bt cotton. Natural cotton seed cost 7 rupees a kg 
while Bt seed cost 17000 rupees a kg. Maharashtra banned the sale of Mahyco 
Monsanto seed because of its inferior quality and exorbinate price. Too late for 
the ones that could not handle the debt and failure. 

 In1994 Monsanto filed to the US food and drug administration to market 
the first industrial manufactured GMO. The roundup resistant gene found 
among microorganisms in a decontamination pool at a glyphosate factory was 
inserted into the cells of soy. 90% of soy, cotton and corn grown in the U.S. are 
GM seed. GMO products appear in 70% of manufactured foodstuffs. This 
roundup tolerant soybean gene is a completely artificial one that never existed 
in natural life and could not have evolved naturally.  

I believe that there will be a very lucrative market for GM free grains; S.A 
is still in a place where we can reap these markets. The value of GM free grains 
will escalate as the world markets saturate themselves with GM grains. 

Most importantly there has still not been an independent analysis of 
glyphosate or the long term effects of cropping with GM seed. All the data 
available is what is handed out from Monsanto and that is only what they want 
us to believe. The world needs an independent enquiry.  

There are a lot of facts in a book by Mathieu Ricard. Altruism. Under the 
heading, Institutionalized Selfishness. Chapter 35 

We still do not have access to Monsanto’s data base on their tests of 
glyphosate or GMOs, and yet we accept their marketing, the world needs an 
INDEPENDENT ENQUIRY before we find it is just too bloody late. 

Again, thank you for the opportunity to write. 

      Ray ashenden 

 


